
A godsend to urban dwellers and their leisure time 
The shared food experiences are gushing forth with Morsø's new initiative: An 
electrically operated grill that provides the many balcony owners with the 
opportunity for preparing their food in the open. The Balcone is so practical that it 
can be used in even the smallest of spaces. 

Thanks to Morsø's new grill, which is designed for hanging from a railing or being placed 
on a table, it has finally become possible to cook on own balcony. The Balcone requires 
neither coal nor gas or any other source of open fire. All it requires is an electrical outlet. It 
is not just the way of starting up the grill that is revolutionising, it is also its size. With a 
width of 45 cm and a depth of 27 cm, it is perfect for hanging from the railing – at an 
excellent working height. 

Bringing along your Balcone 
Weighing no more than 8.6 kilo, it is an obvious choice for bringing along on weekend trips 
and holidays. Likewise, when the ordinary address is exchanged for trips into the wide 
open spaces with caravan or boat – or at the allotment, the Balcone is also the ultimate 
grill, because it is easy to transport, hang and prepare for dinners, gatherings, and 
wonderful experiences of nature.  

In addition to its power source and size, the Balcone is equipped with the cast-iron cooking 
grate that is so familiar from the other Morsø programmes – a grate, providing the optimal 
foundation for cooking, regardless of whether the dishes are based on meat, fish, or 
vegetables, because cast iron will conduct and distribute heat evenly and slowly. In 
addition, cast iron can reach extremely high temperatures, which is decisive for the correct 
preparation of meat.  

Grilling all year round 
Balcone is made of sturdy and durable materials, as it is intended as the family's, the 
couple's, or the single's focal point all year round. Therefore, the Balcone is introduced 
with Morsø's innovative cover in waterproof polyester for protection against the elements. 

As of March, the Balcone will be available from Morsø's Danish distributors and on 
morsoe.com.  

Product information: 
Design: Maria Berntsen & Mathias Kok 
Colour: Anthracite grey 
Material: Cabinet in aluminium, grate in cast iron 
Measurements: H: 176 mm / B: 451 mm / D: 270 mm 
Weight: 8.6 kg 
Effect: 1800 W 
Power cord: 1500 mm 
Price: GBP: 349 



Morsø Balcone Mounting Set for railing 
Colour: Black 
Material: Stainless steel 
Price: GBP: 59

Morsø Balcone cover: 
Material:  100% polyester / Water- / UV resistant 
Colour: Black 
Price: GBP: 39

More about Morsø 
In 1853, the young N.A. Christensen quit his job as a bookkeeper to embark on an iron 
foundry adventure. An adventure, that took its beginning in a factory building in Nykøbing 
Mors. Despite tough competition from other foundries in other towns, the then small group 
of smiths, turners and joiners were destined to create an icon that would extend far 
beyond Morsø, the North Jutland town of origin. An icon, created through innovation and 
based on design construction, quality, and fine craftsmanship and which for this reason 
will always be a safe and secure feature in our homes – in Denmark and abroad. An icon 
that we all know by the name of Morsø.  




